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AN INTRODUCTION

SPEAKING TOPICS
Seasons of the Soul:  Finding your lost rhythm
How Self Awareness Increases Your Revenue
A Healing Journey Meditation - Guided lecture and
meditation

How Self Awareness Guides You In  Slowing  Down
How Self Awareness Guides You In Listening Deeply
How Self Awareness Guides You In Connecting Within

Josette Diaz did a fantastic program on self care and meditation tools! 
Very relaxed!   - Kay Merg, Women's Council of Realtors

Experience counts!!  Josette surely has experience with Reiki as a business...and she
shared it well!! - San Diego Reiki Corps

Josette has a gift for leading people, even newbies, deep inside her guided mediations
which are powerful tools that help you regroup and refresh your mind. - Padma N. 

Josette is an engaging speaker, an excellent storyteller, and, draws listeners in with her
soothing yet powerful words and voice. Our conversations are always so much fun and
resonate well with listeners. - Sandra Sova, Chronically Driven Podcast and The
Wisdom of Wellness Podcast
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 Josette is a Guide and Champion, transforming the lives of the women she serves. She has created her own
system for Self Mastery called Seasons of the Soul.  This is a framework to guide you to create a life by your
own design.  Josette teaches Self Mastery techniques through slowing down, listening deeply and connecting
within. Through these techniques your self awareness, self esteem, self confidence and self worth rises.  From
this expanded awareness you reap higher revenue, improve relationships, gain greater mental clarity as well as
better health and wellbeing.  She is a certified Reiki Master Teacher and is certified as a Master NLP
Practitioner/Trainer and Timeline Therapy ™ Practitioner. In her previous career she was an Administrator
and Leader in an Academic Health Care Facility.  Over the last 39 years she has invested in her own Self
Mastery and is on a mission to share it with the world.


